OEM Ceiling Hooks Install
Nissan Xterra
NOTE: Many newer models have B-pillar handles and even overhead on the ceiling that can be used for some of the top
mounting locations. Check to see if you prefer to use these factory locations as the nets typically have enough adjustment
to allow for this option. If your vehicle does not have handles in desired locations or you prefer to install mounting points for
better fitment, please follow the below steps.

IMPORTANT: READ INSTRUCTIONS FULLY BEFORE STARTING

Time: About 60-90 minutes

Paw Level:
Tools: (may vary by vehicle)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Socket set for removing the handles and seats
Several Phillips screwdrivers
Door panel removal tool (not needed but prevents scratches)
A bunch of zip lock bags and a marker (to keep screws and little pieces organized
4” Hook ASSY Cargo Gray Part# 79936-2Z603
Razor knife (I used one of those folding razors knife)
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Cost:
Cargo hooks= $35ish shipped. Got them from enissanparts
NOTE: Remove all parts in an organized manner.
Step 1: Drop the headliner to prevent creases. Remove rear seat backs for additional working room.
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Step 2: So, your headliner is down and you’re ready to mark it so you can cut your holes. We put the screws in
the holes in the roof (Where they will thread in). Just the screws not the hooks or the finishing plate.

Step 3: Thread them just enough so they will not fall out. Now you will mark the screw with a wax pencil or
something that will leave a mark on your headliner when you put it back up. Make sure it is aligned and lightly
push the liner against the marked screws.
Now when you drop your headliner back down you should see marks where the screws will go through the
headliner and into the roof. With a knife, cut small circles around the marks on the headliner. Then use a screw
driver and gently push it through the hole so you can see where the screws go through the headliner. Gently
push around the tip on the other side to prevent damaging the fabric.
Step 4: Put the headliner back up.
Step 5: Mark the exposed side of the liner so you can push the finish plate and cargo hooks through the liner.
Line up the finish plate with the hole by putting a screw driver through the hole in the finishing plate and resting
the tip where the screw will thread in. You will feel the tip drop into the hole.
Then mark around the finishing plate with a marker.

Now that you have the general locations marked its time to cut. When you cut the holes cut them a little
small to get that factory look.
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Step 6: Now the holes are cut and you have the finishing plates fit through the liner. Once you have it cut and have
the plates lined up you should be able to screw the complete cargo assembly hook in (hook, finish plate screw).
Remember, there are two holes, one for the thread and one for the little plastic nipple.
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Step 7: Repeat with all the hooks and put it all back together. It should look like this when you are done.

Enjoy!
Thank you for purchasing Raingler Nets
If you have any questions please contact us, we are here to help!
Tech@RAINGLER.COM or 866-905-7625
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